
PopTheCat



Pop! Pop! Pop The Cat - Let’s bring the cat back!

You know what? One of the first cats used as memes
in the world is slowly being forgotten by some
cartoon dogs or frogs. That's why PopTheCat brings
the true definition of memecoin, which is derived
from the legendary REAL cat meme. Let's bring the
cat back together!

So whether you're a meme lover or you’re a cat
person or even just someone who wants to go crazy
with this blockchain world, Popthecat is your first
choice. Join us on this promising journey and let's
see where the memes take us!



Popthecat is inspired by a cat meme
called “Popcat”. This is a legendary

meme but it is slowly being forgotten.
So as a meme fan and a cat lover, we
decided to make this meme goes viral

again with “Popthecat”. It's time for the
true king of memes to reclaim his

throne and remind the world why he's
the original REAL meme sensation.

 

Introduction



Ecosystem
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Roadmap

Phase 1
PopTheCat Creation
Web Development
Social Media
Activation
Partnerships

Phase 2
Huge Marketing
Launch Presale
Gather +1000
holders
Get $PTC listed
More Partnerships

Phase 3
Gather +10k holders
To the moonnnnn!
Trends on every
social media
PopTheGame
Creation

Phase 4
Gather +100k holders
NFT Development
Be top 1 memecoin!
New Chain
Development
Pop The World!!



Go to Pancakeswap and connect your BSC wallet.
Find $PTC (PopTheCat)
Swap your $BNB for some $PTC

How to buy?
Step 1: Create a BSC wallet and get yourself some $BNB.
Step 2: 

     Note: Please check CA of the $PTC before swap.
Step 3: DONE! With $PTC in your wallet, you're now part of the
PopTheCat family!

about $PTC

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap


Burn
50%

Presale
25%

Liquidity
15%

Partnerships
5%

Advisors
5%

TOKENOMICS 
690,000,000,000,000 $PTC


